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Second Term English Examination

Mike lives in a big city in England. He is 11 . He is a pupil at Victoria School. He 

loves eating pizzas and ice-creams.

At school days ,he wakes up early. He gets up at 7o’clock .He gets ready for school. 

He goes to school by bus at 7:30. His school starts at 8: 00 and finishes at 15:30. He 

doesn’t go back home at lunch. He has his lunch at the school canteen .

After school, he does his homework, surfs the internet or watches TV with his 

family. After dinner, he goes to bed early.

Part one: Reading Comprehension (14pts)

Task one:A ) I read the text then I write truue, false or not mentioned. (3pts )

- Mike is a pupil .……………………
- He gets up at eight o’clock.………………………
- He has a cat ……………………..

                   B )I read the text again then I answer the questions. (2pts ):
- Is Mike a doctor ? ……………………………………………………

- What time does he go to school? ……………………………………………….
                    C )I find in the text words that are closest in meaning to:(2pts)

likes = ……………………. wakes = …………………………..

                           I find in the text words that are opposites in meaning to :

small ≠………………………. comes ≠……………………..

         Mastery of Language.

Task two:A ) I supply the capital and the punctuation(3pts)

           noura is a pupil at ben douifaa middle school
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      B) I give the correct form of the verbs in brackets.(1,5pt)

She (to brush ) ........................................ her teeth before going bed.

I (to play ) …………..……..  football and my brother (to practise ) Karatee.. ........

C) I classify the verbs according to the pronunciation of the final ‘s’(2,5pts): 

            gets - goes - watches – lives - is

/ s / / z / / iz/
…………………………….. ………………………… …………………………

Part Two : Situation of Integration.( 6pts)
I write an email in which I tell my friend about my daily activities.
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GOOD LUCK
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